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to me. A spirit almost of hilarity pervaded the camp, testifying
to the inner tension of all. The station's sail-boat repair-shop was
cleared out to give us a dining-room and meeting-place. Amundsen
promptly christened this shed the "salon," and salon it became for
all of us. Berge, the news-reel man, ground away at everything of
the slightest interest to outsiders. Ramm, the reporter from Oslo,
filed reams of "copy," competing with our meteorologists for the use
of the radio. We had the feeling of being the cynosure of the
world's eyes, and it was to me, at least, tremendously exhilarating.
Every day at noon Amundsen and I went to the wireless station to
check our watches by the Eiffel Tower time signal.
Winter lingered in the lap of spring, "night" temperatures fall-
ing to 10 or 15 degrees Fahrenheit. But there was no night. After
'April 19 the sun does not set at all at Kings Bay. We had all
taken a hand in dragging the heavy aeroplane crates over the ice and
up the bank to the machine-shop. There in the open air, amid icy
winds and snow-storms, the assemblage began under the direction
of Superintendent Schulte-Frohlinde, of the Pisa plant. Day by
day the great winged machines grew. Schulte-Frohlinde promised
them ready by May 2, but it was actually the fifth of May before
they had received their last touches. The two ships went by their
identification numbers of N 24 and N 25, and we never changed
those names.
The phonograph in the salon played tunes for those off duty.
Cook Einer Olsen concocted marvellous rum omelettes. My
curiosity probed into everything. One fascinating workman was
Ronne, a real, olden-time, before-the-mast sail-maker, who had been
with Amundsen on both the Fram and the Maud voyages. He
plied his talents from early morning till night upon articles we
would need in the North. Canvas shoes, canvas suits, tents, sleep-
ing-bags came from his needle.
The canvas shoes—huge ludicrous objects—explained our senna
grass. Among the supplies unloaded from the Hobby was a bale of
that commodity, which struck me as a curious thing to take on an
Arctic expedition. Here, though, we were drawing on Amundsen's
long experience in the North. On previous expeditions he had dis-
covered that a man, even with ordinary shoes, could keep his feet
warm in temperatures of 60 and 70 degrees below zero, Fahrenheit,

